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the twenty fifth of august 2018 marks the 250th anniversary of the departure of the
endeavour from plymouth england and the first of three voyages by james cook that would
nearly complete the map of the world interweaving accounts of scientific discovery with the
personal stories of the voyages key participants william frame and laura walker explore the
charting of the pacific and the natural world the first encounters and exchange between
western and indigenous cultures and the representation of the voyages in art the illustrations
many of which have never before been published include drawings by all the artists employed
on the voyages including alexander buchan sydney parkinson william hodges and john
webber it also includes the only surviving paintings by tupaia a polynesian high priest and
navigator who joined the first voyage at tahiti and sailed with cook to new zealand and
australia a stunningly illustrated object centred history james cook the voyages offers a once
in a generation opportunity to discover the extensive captain cook collection of the british
library including original maps artworks journals and printed books unlike some other
reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this
leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as
portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they
represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain
imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this is a new release
of the original 1908 edition explores in more depth the issues first dealt with in european
vision and the south pacific smith continues his examination of how european artists and
scientists travelling to the pacific during the time of cook s voyages were stimulated to see
the world in new and creative ways in analysing intensely personal responses to a newly
accessible environment smith shows how science topography and travel had an impact on
current pictorial genres how an empirical naturalism affected long standing classical
conventions and how difficult it was for the artists to portray people and places they knew
little about captain james cook frs rn 7 november 1728 14 february 1779 was a british
explorer navigator cartographer and captain in the royal navy cook made detailed maps of
newfoundland prior to making three voyages to the pacific ocean during which he achieved
the first recorded european contact with the eastern coastline of australia and the hawaiian
islands and the first recorded circumnavigation of new zealand cook joined the british
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merchant navy as a teenager and joined the royal navy in 1755 he saw action in the seven
years war and subsequently surveyed and mapped much of the entrance to the saint
lawrence river during the siege of quebec this helped bring cook to the attention of the
admiralty and royal society this notice came at a crucial moment in both cook s career and
the direction of british overseas exploration and led to his commission in 1766 as commander
of hm bark endeavour for the first of three pacific voyages in three voyages cook sailed
thousands of miles across largely uncharted areas of the globe he mapped lands from new
zealand to hawaii in the pacific ocean in greater detail and on a scale not previously achieved
as he progressed on his voyages of discovery he surveyed and named features and recorded
islands and coastlines on european maps for the first time he displayed a combination of
seamanship superior surveying and cartographic skills physical courage and an ability to lead
men in adverse conditions cook was killed in hawaii in a fight with hawaiians during his third
exploratory voyage in the pacific in 1779 he left a legacy of scientific and geographical
knowledge which was to influence his successors well into the 20th century and numerous
memorials worldwide have been dedicated to him this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant reprint of the original first
published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to
their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these
books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost this is a new release
of the original 1925 edition before captain cook s three voyages to europeans the globe was
uncertain and dangerous after it was comprehensible and ordered written as a conceptual
field guide to the voyages longitude and empire offers a significant rereading of both the
expeditions and modern political philosophy more than any other work printed accounts of
the voyages marked the shift from early modern to modern ways of looking at the world the
globe was no longer divided between europeans and savages but populated instead by an
almost overwhelming variety of national identities cook s voyages took the fragmented and
obscure global descriptions available at the time and consolidated them into a single
comprehensive textual vision locations became fixed on the map and the people animals
plants and artifacts associated with them were identified collected understood and
assimilated into a world order this fascinating account offers a new understanding of captain
cook s voyages and how they affected the european world view makes use of recent
scholarship in such disciplines as history anthropology art history and literary criticism to
place captain james cook in the broader context of pacific exploration essays reassess cook s
standing as a leading figure in eighteenth century history exploration and the advancement
of science excerpt from cook s voyages round the world for making discoveries towards the
north and south poles the petition b eing readily complied with and orders having been given
the lords commissioners of the admiralty to provide a vessel for that purpose on the third of
april mr stephens the secretary to the board informed the society that every thing was ex
editing according to their wishes about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
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present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works cook s great voyages marked the end of an era in world history
as he sailed into hawaii in january 1778 he made contact with the last of the human
civilizations to grow up independently of the rest of the world but equally for the polynesians
and melanesians of the pacific cook s arrival in their midst merely marked a further if
disastrous twist in diverse histories already many centuries old master our later
preoccupations to let us see what cook and his associates experienced and what the societies
he encountered experienced from the beothuks of newfoundland to the tongans of the
friendly islands history to explore the drama of cook s expeditions central to the story is cook
s curiosity a brilliant map maker even before he entered the pacific cook would journey
emotionally and intellectually into unknown waters and meet people on beaches who were
used to voyaging themselves tahitians maori and hawaiians would position this enigmatic
visitor on their own maps in ways he could neither understand nor control their meetings
would be sometimes rewarding sometimes dangerous always strangely rich and
unpredictable excerpt from captain cook s voyages distinguished as this country is and ever
has been for its able navigators it acquires no inconsiderable accession of fame from boasting
of the name of cook whose three principal voyages we are now about to detail in an unbroken
series this able and most amiable man was born at marton in cleveland a village about four
miles from great ayton in yorkshire on the 27th of october 1728 his father who lived in the
humble station of a farmer s servant married a woman in the same sphere of life with himself
and both were noted in their neighbourhood for their honesty sobriety good conduct and
industry qualities which ever reflect a lustre on the humblest ranks when our navigator was
about two years old his father removed to great ayton and was appointed to superintend a
considerable farm known by the name of airyholm belonging to thomas scottowe esq as the
father long continued in this trust the son naturally followed the same employment as far as
his tender years would admit his early education appears to have been slight but at the age of
thirteen we find him placed under the tuition of one mr pullen who taught school at ayton
where he learned the rudiments of arithmetic and book keeping and is said to have shown a
remarkable facility in acquiring the science of numbers about the beginning of the year 1745
when young cook was seventeen years old his father bound him apprentice to william
sanderson for four years to learn the grocery and haberdashery business at a place called
snaith a populous fishing town about ten miles from whitby and while here according to mr
sanderson s account he displayed a maturity of judgment and a quickness in calculations far
beyond his years but as he evinced a strong partiality for a maritime life a predilection
strengthened by the situation of the place and the company with which perhaps he associated
on some trivial disagreement with his master he obtained a release from his engagements
after a year and a half s servitude and determined to follow the bent of his own inclination
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
the first ever illustrated account of the explorer and cartographer s epic eighteenth century
pacific voyages complete with excerpts from his journals this is history s greatest adventure
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story in 1766 the royal society chose prodigal mapmaker and navigator james cook to lead a
south pacific voyage his orders were to chart the path of venus across the sun that task
completed his ship the hms endeavour continued to comb the southern hemisphere for the
imagined continent terra australis the voyage lasted from 1768 to 1771 and upon cook s
return to london his journaled accounts of the expedition made him a celebrity after that
came two more voyages for cook and his crew followed by cook s murder by natives in hawaii
the voyages of captain james cook reveals cook s fascinating story through journal excerpts
illustrations photography and supplementary writings during cook s career he logged more
than 200 000 miles nearly the distance to the moon and along the way scientists and artists
traveling with him documented exotic flora and fauna untouched landscapes indigenous
peoples and much more in addition to the south pacific cook s voyages took him to south
america antarctica new zealand the pacific coast from california to alaska the arctic circle
siberia the east indies and the indian ocean when he set out in 1768 more than one third of
the globe was unmapped by the time cook died in 1779 he had created charts so accurate
that some were used into the 1990s the voyages of captain james cook is a handsome
illustrated edition of cook s selected writings spanning his pacific voyages ending in 1779
with the delivery of his salted scalp and hands to his surviving crewmembers it s an
enthralling read for anyone who appreciates history science art and classic adventure the
18th century was a wealth of knowledge exploration and rapidly growing technology and
expanding record keeping made possible by advances in the printing press in its
determination to preserve the century of revolution gale initiated a revolution of its own
digitization of epic proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest archive of its
kind now for the first time these high quality digital copies of original 18th century
manuscripts are available in print making them highly accessible to libraries undergraduate
students and independent scholars rich in titles on english life and social history this
collection spans the world as it was known to eighteenth century historians and explorers
titles include a wealth of travel accounts and diaries histories of nations from throughout the
world and maps and charts of a world that was still being discovered students of the war of
american independence will find fascinating accounts from the british side of conflict the
below data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this
title this data is provided as an additional tool in helping to insure edition identification
british library t144743 an abridgment of the journals of the first second and third voyages by
g w anderson with a final leaf of directions to the binder manchester printed by sowler and
russell 1799 viii 566 2 p plates port 8 account of 1st and 2nd voyages based on cook s own
journals and contemporary accounts account of 3rd voyage abstracted from journals of cook
and king
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Cook's Voyages Round the World
1806

the twenty fifth of august 2018 marks the 250th anniversary of the departure of the
endeavour from plymouth england and the first of three voyages by james cook that would
nearly complete the map of the world interweaving accounts of scientific discovery with the
personal stories of the voyages key participants william frame and laura walker explore the
charting of the pacific and the natural world the first encounters and exchange between
western and indigenous cultures and the representation of the voyages in art the illustrations
many of which have never before been published include drawings by all the artists employed
on the voyages including alexander buchan sydney parkinson william hodges and john
webber it also includes the only surviving paintings by tupaia a polynesian high priest and
navigator who joined the first voyage at tahiti and sailed with cook to new zealand and
australia a stunningly illustrated object centred history james cook the voyages offers a once
in a generation opportunity to discover the extensive captain cook collection of the british
library including original maps artworks journals and printed books

James Cook
2018-03-31

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there
are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of
these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there
may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available
for future generations to enjoy

The Voyages of Captain James Cook
1846

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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Captain Cook's Voyages
178?

this is a new release of the original 1908 edition

The Voyages of Captain James Cook Round the World
1825

explores in more depth the issues first dealt with in european vision and the south pacific
smith continues his examination of how european artists and scientists travelling to the
pacific during the time of cook s voyages were stimulated to see the world in new and
creative ways in analysing intensely personal responses to a newly accessible environment
smith shows how science topography and travel had an impact on current pictorial genres
how an empirical naturalism affected long standing classical conventions and how difficult it
was for the artists to portray people and places they knew little about

Captain Cook's Voyages
1913

captain james cook frs rn 7 november 1728 14 february 1779 was a british explorer navigator
cartographer and captain in the royal navy cook made detailed maps of newfoundland prior
to making three voyages to the pacific ocean during which he achieved the first recorded
european contact with the eastern coastline of australia and the hawaiian islands and the
first recorded circumnavigation of new zealand cook joined the british merchant navy as a
teenager and joined the royal navy in 1755 he saw action in the seven years war and
subsequently surveyed and mapped much of the entrance to the saint lawrence river during
the siege of quebec this helped bring cook to the attention of the admiralty and royal society
this notice came at a crucial moment in both cook s career and the direction of british
overseas exploration and led to his commission in 1766 as commander of hm bark endeavour
for the first of three pacific voyages in three voyages cook sailed thousands of miles across
largely uncharted areas of the globe he mapped lands from new zealand to hawaii in the
pacific ocean in greater detail and on a scale not previously achieved as he progressed on his
voyages of discovery he surveyed and named features and recorded islands and coastlines on
european maps for the first time he displayed a combination of seamanship superior
surveying and cartographic skills physical courage and an ability to lead men in adverse
conditions cook was killed in hawaii in a fight with hawaiians during his third exploratory
voyage in the pacific in 1779 he left a legacy of scientific and geographical knowledge which
was to influence his successors well into the 20th century and numerous memorials
worldwide have been dedicated to him

Captain Cook's Voyages
2012-08
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this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant

Cook's voyages of discovery, ed. by J. Barrow
1860

reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes
historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior
quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the public so that they
do not get lost

CAPTAIN COOKS VOYAGES
2016-08-25

this is a new release of the original 1925 edition

Captain Cook's Voyages
2014-03

before captain cook s three voyages to europeans the globe was uncertain and dangerous
after it was comprehensible and ordered written as a conceptual field guide to the voyages
longitude and empire offers a significant rereading of both the expeditions and modern
political philosophy more than any other work printed accounts of the voyages marked the
shift from early modern to modern ways of looking at the world the globe was no longer
divided between europeans and savages but populated instead by an almost overwhelming
variety of national identities cook s voyages took the fragmented and obscure global
descriptions available at the time and consolidated them into a single comprehensive textual
vision locations became fixed on the map and the people animals plants and artifacts
associated with them were identified collected understood and assimilated into a world order
this fascinating account offers a new understanding of captain cook s voyages and how they
affected the european world view

Imagining the Pacific in the Wake of the Cook Voyages
1992

makes use of recent scholarship in such disciplines as history anthropology art history and
literary criticism to place captain james cook in the broader context of pacific exploration
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COOK'S VOYAGES
2015-12-28

essays reassess cook s standing as a leading figure in eighteenth century history exploration
and the advancement of science

Cook's Voyages and Peoples of the Pacific
1979

excerpt from cook s voyages round the world for making discoveries towards the north and
south poles the petition b eing readily complied with and orders having been given the lords
commissioners of the admiralty to provide a vessel for that purpose on the third of april mr
stephens the secretary to the board informed the society that every thing was ex editing
according to their wishes about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works

The life, voyages, and discoveries, of captain James
Cook. [Followed by] Pitcairn's island and the mutineers
of the Bounty
1837

cook s great voyages marked the end of an era in world history as he sailed into hawaii in
january 1778 he made contact with the last of the human civilizations to grow up
independently of the rest of the world but equally for the polynesians and melanesians of the
pacific cook s arrival in their midst merely marked a further if disastrous twist in diverse
histories already many centuries old master our later preoccupations to let us see what cook
and his associates experienced and what the societies he encountered experienced from the
beothuks of newfoundland to the tongans of the friendly islands history to explore the drama
of cook s expeditions central to the story is cook s curiosity a brilliant map maker even before
he entered the pacific cook would journey emotionally and intellectually into unknown waters
and meet people on beaches who were used to voyaging themselves tahitians maori and
hawaiians would position this enigmatic visitor on their own maps in ways he could neither
understand nor control their meetings would be sometimes rewarding sometimes dangerous
always strangely rich and unpredictable
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The Voyages Of Captain James Cook Round The World
2022-10-27

excerpt from captain cook s voyages distinguished as this country is and ever has been for its
able navigators it acquires no inconsiderable accession of fame from boasting of the name of
cook whose three principal voyages we are now about to detail in an unbroken series this
able and most amiable man was born at marton in cleveland a village about four miles from
great ayton in yorkshire on the 27th of october 1728 his father who lived in the humble
station of a farmer s servant married a woman in the same sphere of life with himself and
both were noted in their neighbourhood for their honesty sobriety good conduct and industry
qualities which ever reflect a lustre on the humblest ranks when our navigator was about two
years old his father removed to great ayton and was appointed to superintend a considerable
farm known by the name of airyholm belonging to thomas scottowe esq as the father long
continued in this trust the son naturally followed the same employment as far as his tender
years would admit his early education appears to have been slight but at the age of thirteen
we find him placed under the tuition of one mr pullen who taught school at ayton where he
learned the rudiments of arithmetic and book keeping and is said to have shown a
remarkable facility in acquiring the science of numbers about the beginning of the year 1745
when young cook was seventeen years old his father bound him apprentice to william
sanderson for four years to learn the grocery and haberdashery business at a place called
snaith a populous fishing town about ten miles from whitby and while here according to mr
sanderson s account he displayed a maturity of judgment and a quickness in calculations far
beyond his years but as he evinced a strong partiality for a maritime life a predilection
strengthened by the situation of the place and the company with which perhaps he associated
on some trivial disagreement with his master he obtained a release from his engagements
after a year and a half s servitude and determined to follow the bent of his own inclination
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The voyages of captain Cook
1965

the first ever illustrated account of the explorer and cartographer s epic eighteenth century
pacific voyages complete with excerpts from his journals this is history s greatest adventure
story in 1766 the royal society chose prodigal mapmaker and navigator james cook to lead a
south pacific voyage his orders were to chart the path of venus across the sun that task
completed his ship the hms endeavour continued to comb the southern hemisphere for the
imagined continent terra australis the voyage lasted from 1768 to 1771 and upon cook s
return to london his journaled accounts of the expedition made him a celebrity after that
came two more voyages for cook and his crew followed by cook s murder by natives in hawaii
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the voyages of captain james cook reveals cook s fascinating story through journal excerpts
illustrations photography and supplementary writings during cook s career he logged more
than 200 000 miles nearly the distance to the moon and along the way scientists and artists
traveling with him documented exotic flora and fauna untouched landscapes indigenous
peoples and much more in addition to the south pacific cook s voyages took him to south
america antarctica new zealand the pacific coast from california to alaska the arctic circle
siberia the east indies and the indian ocean when he set out in 1768 more than one third of
the globe was unmapped by the time cook died in 1779 he had created charts so accurate
that some were used into the 1990s the voyages of captain james cook is a handsome
illustrated edition of cook s selected writings spanning his pacific voyages ending in 1779
with the delivery of his salted scalp and hands to his surviving crewmembers it s an
enthralling read for anyone who appreciates history science art and classic adventure

Captain Cook: His Life, Voyages, and Discoveries
2023-04-01

the 18th century was a wealth of knowledge exploration and rapidly growing technology and
expanding record keeping made possible by advances in the printing press in its
determination to preserve the century of revolution gale initiated a revolution of its own
digitization of epic proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest archive of its
kind now for the first time these high quality digital copies of original 18th century
manuscripts are available in print making them highly accessible to libraries undergraduate
students and independent scholars rich in titles on english life and social history this
collection spans the world as it was known to eighteenth century historians and explorers
titles include a wealth of travel accounts and diaries histories of nations from throughout the
world and maps and charts of a world that was still being discovered students of the war of
american independence will find fascinating accounts from the british side of conflict the
below data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this
title this data is provided as an additional tool in helping to insure edition identification
british library t144743 an abridgment of the journals of the first second and third voyages by
g w anderson with a final leaf of directions to the binder manchester printed by sowler and
russell 1799 viii 566 2 p plates port 8

Captain Cook's Voyages
2013-10

account of 1st and 2nd voyages based on cook s own journals and contemporary accounts
account of 3rd voyage abstracted from journals of cook and king

Captain Cook's Voyages
1924
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A New, Authentic Collection of Captain Cook's Voyages
Round the World
1787

Longitude and Empire
2010-10-01

Voyages of Discovery
1989-01-18

The Art of Captain Cook's Voyages
1987

Captain Cook
2004

Captain Cook's Voyages Round the World
1897

The Voyages of Captain James Cook Round the World
2020-03-17

COOKS VOYAGES ROUND THE WORLD
2016-08-25

Cook's Voyages Round the World, for Making
Discoveries Towards the North and South Poles (Classic
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Reprint)
2016-07-17

Discoveries
2003

The Art of Captain Cook's Voyages
1988-02

Captain Cook's Voyages (Classic Reprint)
2015-07-20

The Voyages of Captain James Cook
2016-11-01

Captain Cook's Voyages, 1768-1779
1997

Captain Cook's Voyages Round the World
1882

Captain Cook's Voyages
2003

Cook's Voyages Round the World, for Making
Discoveries Towards the North and South Poles. with an
Appendix
2018-04-18
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Captain Cook's Three Voyages Round the World
1880

Cook's Voyages Round the World
1799

The Journals of Captain James Cook on His Voyages of
Discovery: The voyage of the Resolution and Discovery,
1776-1780. Pt. 1-2
1967

Cook's Voyages of Discovery
1855
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